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SUMMARY 
This thesis addresses the problem of determining the static 
equivalent model of an electric power system connected to several ex-
ternal systems. Equivalent models are important for contingency 
analysis in the process of security assessment. The problem is to find 
an equivalent representation of the external system which will repro-
duce the actual power flows for a set of postulated outages with a 
guaranteed level of accuracy. 
Emphasis is placed on obtaining the equivalent model by using 
information from the internal system only because of limited exchange 
of information between the neighboring companies. 
A procedure is developed which yields the optimal equivalent 
model over a set of postulated outages. The problem is formulated as 
an optimization problem. The unknowns are the parameter values of the 
fictitious branches among the boundary busses. The connectivity among 
the boundary busses should be constraint so that the admittance matrix 
of the equivalent model is a sparse matrix. 
The classical Norton-type equivalent is treated as an a priori 
information assuming that the topology and the parameter values of the 
external system might be available. Mainly, two problems related to 
the Norton, equivalent model are investigated: the sparsity of the 
equivalent admittance matrix and the sensitivity of the equivalent 
model to changes in the external system. Two elimination procedures 
are developed so that the equivalent admittance matrix preserves its 
sparse structure. A detection scheme to detect topological changes in 
the external system is also developed. 
If the Norton-type equivalent model does not satisfy the 
accuracy requirements of the equivalencing problem, one has to solve 
an optimization problem. This optimization problem is in the form of 
minimizing a performance index subject to a set of linear constraints. 
It has been observed that in many cases it is not necessary to solve 
the optimization problem in its entirety. First, the model obtained 
from the solution of the unconstrained problem should be tested. If 
this test is successful, the model is satisfactory. If not, the 
optimization problem needs to be solved in its entirety. The quadratic 
programming approach was chosen as the method to solve the constrained 
problem. 
The procedure of this thesis has been implemented and tested. 
Several simulation results are included. 
In summary, this thesis indicates that data on actual system 
outages can be effectively and directly used to obtain external system 
equivalents. The resulting scheme of this thesis yields an equivalent 
representation of the external system with guaranteed accuracy in 
predicting the effect of postulated system outages for on-line steady 





This thesis addresses the problem of the static equivalent 
model of an electric power system connected to several external systems 
as it relates to the contingency evaluation problem in the process of 
security assessment. Its objective is the development of a systematic 
procedure which yields an equivalent representation of the external 
system with guaranteed accuracy in predicting the effects of postulated 
outages for on-line steady-state security assessment. 
Over the last decade much importance has been given to the se-
curity assessment of electric power systems. Advanced techniques from 
different areas as control theory, pattern recognition, etc., have 
been introduced in power system analysis. All these techniques" aim 
at helping the operator to assure electric power service under all 
conditions of operation. The system's operator is concerned with 
various inequality constraints (frequency drop, overloading of lines, 
etc.) and with equality constraints (generation meets the demand)[2-4]. 
Based on these equality and inequality constraints, it is 
possible to classify the operating conditions of the system which 
might prevail into three basic states [25]: 
1. Normal State 
2. Emergency State 
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3. Restorative State 
In the Normal State all equality and inequality constraints are 
satisfied. In the Emergency State some of the inequality constraints 
are violated. In the Restorative State some of the equality constraints 
are violated. 
Figure 1.1 shows the several operating states and the associated 
control strategies. A brief description of the control strategies 
follows. 
If the system is in the emergency state, the operator should try 
to maintain the generation vs load balance without any further frequency 
drop. The control action in this case, referred to as emergency control 
action, consists of a set of strategies for dropping generation and/or 
load for every possible major fault. The result of the emergency con-
trol is to bring the system to the restorative state. Further control 
action is needed, known as restorative control action, to bring the 
system from the Restorative State to the Normal State. 
The Normal State can be decomposed into two states: 
(1) Secure Normal State 
(2) Insecure Normal State 
If the system is in the Secure Normal State, single system con-
tingencies such as a loss of transmission line or a generator does not 
cause departure from the Normal State. If the system is in the Insecure 
Normal State, single system contingencies may cause departure from the 









Figure 1.1. Power System Operating States with Associated 
State Transitions [2] . 
I (» 
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The primary concern of the system operator is to keep the 
operating condition of the power system in the Normal State to ensure 
service continuity at standard frequency and voltage. The operator 
should continuously test the capability of the power system to withstand 
postulated next contingencies. This testing is referred to as contin-
gency analysis. The contingency analysis involves two steps. 
(1) Computation of a load flow solution of the present 
operating condition of the system. Load-flow solution means solution 
of the power flow equations for the voltage magnitudes and voltage phase 
angles of the busses of the system. This requires application of the 
classical load-flow methods [11-14] which utilize short-term bus load 
forecasting or application of more advanced techniques such as estimation 
techniques [5-10] which utilize on-line information. 
(2) Computation of the load-flow solution of the system for 
the various single line or generator outages. 
Based on the contingency analysis, security indices are computed. 
The security indices show how "secure" the system is under the present 
operating conditions and indicates if the system is in Secure Normal 
State or in Insecure Normal State [26]. If the system is in the Secure 
Normal State, no control action is needed. If the system is in the 
Insecure Normal State, preventive control action should be taken to 
bring the system back in the Secure Normal State in the most economical 
way. Examples of preventive control action are: 
(a) Shifting of generation schedules 
(b) Switching operations 
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(c) Start-up of units 
(d) Changing of the scheduled exchange of power with the 
neighboring companies. 
The role of the static equivalent model in the security assessment 
of power systems is discussed next. 
In recent years the number of interconnections between neighboring 
companies has been increased. Power companies do not operate indepen-
dently of each other as was the common practice in the past. Capital 
savings which are achieved by reducing spinning reserve requirements or 
by reducing capacity requirements force the individual companies to 
become parts of a power pool. Therefore, the operating conditions and 
performance of each company becomes dependent on the operating conditions 
of the neighboring companies. 
The interconnections with the neighboring companies considerably 
influence the redistribution of network power flows and voltage levels 
after outages take place in the particular company. Therefore in per-
forming contingency analysis, the knowledge of the precontingency load 
flow solution of the entire area is required. This requires complete 
exchange of information between the neighboring companies. This is 
impractical and difficult to achieve at present because of storage 
and time limitations of todays computers. In order for a particular 
company to perform the contingency analysis an equivalent representa-
tion of the external (neighboring) systems is needed. An equivalent 
representation is a mathematical model which represents the unobservable 
part of the system in the process of contingency analysis. In some 
cases, this representation is exact. In the cases under study, this 
equivalent representation is only an approximation. 
The existing approaches to obtain the equivalent representation 
of the external system can be classified into two categories. 
(1) Norton-type equivalents; To obtain a Norton-type equiva-
lent, knowledge of the topology and network parameters of the external 
system is necessary. The model is obtained by linear reduction of the 
external network to the boundaries of the internal system. 
(2) On-line type equivalents: On-line type equivalents 
assume no knowledge about the external system and they use information 
from the internal system only to obtain the equivalent representation 
of the external system. 
In this thesis emphasis is placed on obtaining the equivalent 
model by utilizing information from the internal system only because of 
limited exchange of information between neighboring companies. The 
assumption that the topology and the parameter values of the external 
system are available is valid for planning purposes but in most cases 
is unrealistic for on-line operation. 
It should be emphasized that equivalence techniques are applied 
also for planning purposes but for different reasons than for on-line 
security assessment. In planning the primary purpose of the network 
reduction is to avoid the computational burden of solving the load-flow 
for the entire area. 
The next section reviews the available methods to obtain the 
equivalent representation of the external system. 
1.2 Historical Background 
In any network equivalencing problem the overall area is divided 
into an internal system and an external system as it is shown in Figure 
1.2. In stricter terms, the internal system consists of the observable 
part of the overall system as obtained from on-line measurements and 
bus load forecasts and estimates. Some busses of the internal system 
are connected to the external system. These busses are called boundary 
busses. 
In most of the approaches given in the literature, the following 
steps are taken: 
(a) Define the boundaries of the internal system. 
(b) Reduce by means of Norton equivalent the external system 
to the boundary. 
(c) Classify the boundary busses as generation busses or as 
load busses. 
In reference 15 the internal system is augmented by a buffer 
zone as it is shown in Figure 1.3. This buffer zone includes: 
(1) Busses of the external system critical to the accuracy of 
the equivalent. 
(2) Components of the external system of which the operational 
limitations may be violated due to disturbances in the internal system 
(weak links). 
(3) Generation busses of the external system which control the 
operating conditions in the internal system (controlling busses). 
The weak links are found by imposing extreme stressing conditions 
Tie Lines 
Boundary Busses 








Figure 1.3. Augmentation of Internal System by Means 
of a Buffer Zone [15]. 
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in the internal system. Since an unobservable part of the external 
system is included in the equivalent, several simplifications and assump-
tions are needed which jeopardize the accuracy of the equivalent system. 
In reference 16 some busses of the external system are included 
in order to preserve sparsity in the equivalent representation. Simu-
lation studies on power systems, however, have shown that the problem 
of sparse structure is not so crucial. Even if the number of the 
equivalent branches is extremely large, a portion of them may be 
eliminated by using a technique proposed in reference 17 or by a simpler 
method as we will propose later without significant sacrifice of the 
accuracy. 
In reference 17 the boundary busses are assumed to be load 
busses; therefore, many of the equivalent branches between the boundary 
busses are eliminated by using, as criterion, the ratio 
E,ij 
T,ij 
where Z_ .. is the impedance of the equivalent branch ij and Z ... is 
E,ij T,ij 
the corresponding transfer impedance given by the rest of the network. 
If 
^ > C (1) 
T,ij 
where C is a predetermined value, the branch ij is eliminated from the 
equivalent representation. 
In references 18 and 19 two approaches are suggested. The 
first is a Norton-type equivalent where the boundary busses are 
treated as generation busses. The other is based on DC approximation 
of the external system. If 
Pr> A vector of real power flows from the boundary 
— a 
busses to the busses of the external system 
P„ A vector of real power injections at the busses of 
— h j 
the external system 
A vector of voltage phase angles of the busses of 
the external system 












where the matrices K , X_ . IC. K are known matrices. Elimination 
£J£J iiB Bii B B 
of the vector Q_ yields 
- B " KBEKEE-E+ ( KBB"KBEKEEKEB )^B 










G = K _ - K^K^K^, 
Since P and 6 are known, the vector 
—B —B 
HE —B —B (4) 
is also known and it is assumed to be constant when a contingency 
occurs. 
If V and 6_ are the vectors of voltage magnitudes and voltage 







where the subscripts I, B refer to internal and boundary busses 
respectively. 
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Then the real and reactive injections in the internal system are 
E.1
='E.1t±'¥) < 5 ) 
Q.x = fi^i'V) (6) 
and 
Z B = £B<i'X> (
7) 
or by taking into consideration the linear approximation for the external 
system given by equation (3), equation (7) becomes: 
P_(6,V) +•HP + GG^ = 0 
—B — — —E —B 
or 
-HP_ = P_(6,V) + G6_ (8) 
—CJ — a — — — a 
Equations (5), (6), and (8) are the load flow equations. The boundary 
busses are assumed to be generation busses. 
In reference 20 a model based on DC analysis is suggested. 
Deviations from the operating point are used to provide the necessary 
information for the equivalent representation. The statement of the 
method is: 
The system between the boundary busses is modeled as 
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Z_ = Hu + v (9) 
where 
Z i is the vector of the phase angles of the boundary busses 
II A is the unknown boundary impedance matrix 
u i is the vector of real powers which depend upon the topology 
and real injections of the internal system 
v A is the vector which depends upon the topology and real 
injections of the external system. 
If 
then 
Z(n) = Z(t x.) - Z(t ) (10) 
— — n+1 — n 
u(n) = u(.t .).- u(t ) (11) 
— — n+1 — n 
v(n) = v(t ) - v(t ) (12) 
— — n+1 — n 
Z(n) = Hu(n) + v(n) (13) 
It is assumed that v_(n) has zero expected value and covariance 
T 
matrix E{v(n )v (n ) } = R • 6 (n - n ). Furthermore, u(n) and v;(n) are 
uncorrelated. The problem is to estimate H and R by using Z_(n) , 
n = 1, . . . ,N where N is the number of observations. 
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Least squares estimation yields: 
N T N 
H = [ I Z!(n)u (n)][ I u(n)uT(n)]" (14) 
n=l n=l 
* 1 ? T 
R = ± I (Z(n) -Hu(n))(Z(n) -Hu(n)) 1 (15) 
N u. — — — — 
n=l 
provided that the inverse of 
r T 
I u.(n)u_ (n) 
n=l 
exists. 
Objections to this approach are: 
(1) Since the entire system for a time period is moving in the 
same direction, _v(n) has an expected value different than zero. 
(2) u. (n) , y_(n) are not uncorrelated since both depend upon the 
power injections. 
(3) The accuracy of the DC model does not suffice for this 
problem. 
In reference 21 information from outages in the internal system 
1 2 
are used to obtain the equivalent system. If !Z and JZ are pre and 
post-outage internal system measurement vectors, then 
Z 1 = h1(x1) + v1 (16) 
2 2 2 2 
Z = h (x )• + v (17) 
16 
1 2 1 2 
where x_ and 3£ are the pre-and post outage state vectors, \f and v are 
measurement error vectors with zero mean and covariances R , R . It 
is assumed that the boundary busses have been classified as load or as 
generation busses. For contingency analysis, the real power and voltage 
magnitudes at generation busses are assumed to be constant. All these 
1 2 
quantities define the vector G. If C_ and Ĉ  denote the pre- and post-
outage cases, then 
1 2 3 
C = C + v (18) 
3 
where v_ is a random vector of zero mean and covariance R , and 
C 1 = F1(x1,p) (19) 
C 2 = F2(x2,p) (20) 
P_ is the vector of external network equivalent parameters, with initial 
value p_ and a priori covariance error matrix M . 
Equations (18) , (19), and (20) are combined to give: 
„3 „ „2, 2 -x I , 1 x 3 . . ' 1 2 . 3 ?L = • 0. = Z (2E. '£) ~ K. (*L /£) + X. iL SL(x »2£ 'P) + Z. 
-1 -2 -
The optimum x , x , and p are those which minimize the index 
17 
, CLT -1, 0. ,1 ,1.. 1..T -1. 1' 1. 1.. 
J = (p-p ) M (p-£ ) + (Z_--h (x )) R (Z -h (X )) 
, 2 , 2 , 2. , TV- 1,2 ,2. 2. . 
+ (Z -h (x )) R2 (Z -h (x )) 
, /„3- , 1 2 • -. ,T -1 ,„3 , 1 2 , 
+ (̂  -a(x ,x ,£) ) R3 (Z_.-a(3c ,x_ ,p) . 
In reference 27 the equivalent representation of the external 
system is obtained by using real-time information on the voltage 
magnitude and angle and the real and reactive power at boundary busses. 
The basis of the method is the decoupled form of the Jacobian equations 
for power systems. The following model between the boundary busses is 
proposed: 
•APF 
= B' m A6,_ (21) V, TT 
—b 
where 
AP A difference of the vector of the net tie line flows into 
the external system between a past time instant and the 
present 
A6 A difference of the vector of the voltage phase angles 
of the boundary busses between a past time instant 
and the present. 
V^ A vector of voltage magnitudes of the boundary busses ', 
B' A unknown admittance matrix. 
TT ~ 
The unknown matrix B'_ is computed from a given sequence of r 
18 
measurements: 
J^V1*' ^ ( 2 ) ' • • • ̂ ( r ) > 
so that the objective function 
r 




In summary the available methods do not optimize the equivalent 
representation of the external system; therefore, the available methods 
do not guarantee accuracy in predicting the effects of postulated outages 
for on-line steady-state security assessment. 
1.3 Outline of Thesis 
In Chapter II, the objectives of the equivalent problem are 
presented. The equivalent problem is formulated as an optimization 
problem. The decision variables, objective function, and constraints 
of the problem are discussed. A general solution to the problem is 
presented. 
Chapter III deals with the Norton-type equivalent. The limita-
tions and the problems associated with the Norton-type equivalent model 
are discussed. Mainly, two problems are investigated:: the sparsity of 
the admittance matrix of the equivalent model and the effect on the 
equivalent model when changes in the external system take place. The 
contributions of this dissertation in Chapter III includes: 
19 
(1) Two elimination schemes so that the admittance matrix of 
the equivalent model preserves its sparsity. 
(2) A detection scheme to detect topological changes in the 
external system. 
Chapter IV deals with the solution of the optimization problem. 
Equivalent models are derived by utilizing information from the internal 
system only. The contributions in Chapter IV include: 
(1) An equivalent model based on least square fitting. 
(2) An equivalent model based on quadratic programming. 
Chapter V deals with computational aspects and presents several 
simulation results. 
One appendix is provided. This appendix provides a brief 
discussion of the quadratic and linear programming. 
20 
CHAPTER II 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
2.1 Objectives 
The objective of this thesis is the estimation of the equivalent 
representation of a power system which is connected to a number of ex-
ternal power systems. The equivalent model should satisfy the following 
requirements: 
(1) It should be accurate, in the sense, that it can yield 
voltage levels and power flows which are very close to the actual values 
for a set of postulated conditions. 
(2) Changes in the external system should be easily handled. 
Two kinds of changes in the external system may take place: 
(a) Transmission line outages 
(b) Generator outages 
With regard to the second requirement, three cases may be 
distinguished. 
(1) The equivalent model is insensitive to the change, whereby, 
it is not necessary to modify the equivalent model. 
(2) The equivalent model is sensitive to a known change. In 
this case, the equivalent model should be updated. 
(3) The equivalent is sensitive to an unknown change whereby 
the change must first be detected and then the equivalent model should 
be updated. 
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2.2 Basic Assumptions 
This research assumes that the topology and the parameter values 
of the internal system are known. Also, it is assumed that the internal 
system is observable to a state estimator. This insures that the 
present operating condition of the internal system is always available, 
The equivalent model is designed so that the boundary busses 
behave as load busses, i.e. the real and reactive injections at the 
boundary busses should remain constant before and after each of the N 
postulated outages. Real error at each bus is defined as the absolute 
value of the difference between the pre- and post-outage real injections, 
if the true pre- and post-outage conditions were used to compute these 
real injections. Similarly, reactive error at each bus is defined as 
the absolute value of the difference between the pre- and post-outage 
reactive injections if the true pre- and post-outage conditions were 
used to compute these reactive injections. 
In the ideal case the equivalent model should give zero values 
for all these errors. In practice, however, this is not feasible. 
The equivalent model will be determined to satisfy the following 
inequalities. 
Total error < S (22) 
Maximum real error < S (23) 
Maximum reactive error < S_ (24) 
22 
S , S , and S are specified tolerances. 
This thesis describes a procedure which determines the optimal 
equivalent representation of the external system for the following cases. 
(a) The topology and the parameter values of the external 
network are well defined. 
(b) Information about the external system is not available. 
In some cases an equivalent model, such as the Norton equivalent 
model, is available. The model should be tested to see if it satisfies the 
inequalities (22), (23), (24). If these inequalities are satisfied, the 
model is sufficient. If the inequalities are not satisfied or such 
equivalent model is not available, the problem described by the inequali-
ties (22), (23), (24) is relaxed by the inequality (22) and the model 
is obtained by solving the following optimization problem. 
Minimize: Total error (25) 
subject to the constraints: 
Maximum real error < S (26) 
Maximum reactive error < S (27) 
In the following sections, the problem described by the relations 
(25), (26), and (27) is formulated as an optimation problem. 
Minimize: 
T 
J.= g (u)g(u) 
subject to the constraints: 
F (u) < 0 
—N — 
ii is the vector of the decision variables. The following sections are 
devoted in the description and interpretation of the various elements 
of the optimization problem. 
2.3 Decision Variables 
The equivalent model of the external system consists of 
fictitious network branches. The conductances and susceptances of 
these fictitious branches are the unknown variables. The fictitious 
branches may be lines between the boundary busses, and capacitors or 
reactors at the boundary busses. The vector of the decision variables 
is denoted by vi. This unknown vector _u will be determined from the 
solution of the problem. 
2.4 The Objective Function 
The equivalencing technique of this thesis assumes the boundary 
busses behave as load busses, i.e. the equivalent real and reactive 
injections on the boundary busses remain constant before and after the 
i, t h 
k outage. 
We denote by x_ the vector of the complex bus voltages of the 
internal system. x is a known vector because it has been assumed that 
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the internal system is observable to a state estimator. Let the vectors 
Ik 2k jc and jc denote the pre- and post-outage vector of the complex bus 
Ik 2k voltages, respectively. Let 1 , 1 be the pre- and post-outage 
vectors of the injections on the boundary busses. 
I = I (x ,u) (28) 
I2k = I2k(xlk,u) (29) 
If N is the number of postulated outages in the internal system, 
the objective of the problem is to find a vector u such that: 
Ilk - I2k , k - .1 N 
This is equivalent to: 
Find u such that 
. Ik 2k . Tlk, Ik 2k, 2k' /on, 
cr (x ,x ,u) = 1_ (x. # £ ) - ! . (x, ,u.) = 0̂  (30) 



















the objective of the problem is to find u such that: 
,1 2 • g(x ,x ,u) = 0 (31) 
The dimension of g_ is 2xNxb if b is the number of the boundary-
busses. The dimension of the vector u_ determines the sparsity of the 
admittance matrix of the equivalent model. It is desirable to keep 
the dimension of the vector u. as small as possible so that the equiva-
lent admittance matrix is a sparse matrix. Therefore, equation (31) 
is an over-determined set of equations and, in general, there is not 
a solution which satisfies these equations. Hence, we seek a solution 
which will minimize the following defined error: 
T 1 2 1 2 
J = g (x ,x ,u)g(x ,x ,u) (32) 
This is a measure of the total error as a function of the decision 
variables and defines the performance of the equivalent model. If 
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P. ,P. A 
3 - 3 = 
Ik ^2k . 
"HVi 
real injected power at the j 
bus before and after the k outage 
J-r. 
reactive injected power at the j 
bus before and after the k outage 
Ik 2k 




















We define by S the average error over the set of N outages and set of 
b boundary busses. 
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1
 T ! V /-r
1*, lk ^ r2k/ 2k , vT.lk, Ik , 2k 2k . 
N^b N̂ b" *• - - '- - - '- - - '- -k=l 
= _i^ f • H C P ^ - P * ,
2 * (Qlk-Q
2k)2} (33) 
N»b . L. .S n 1 n D k=l ]=1 
If an equivalent model was available, this model would be satisfactory 
if 
S < s" 
where S is a predetermined value. 
2.5 Constraints 
The objective function measures the total error of the real and 
reactive injections at the boundary busses over the set of N postulated 
outages. However, the maximum observed local error is, also, of great 
importance. The constraints which will be discussed in this section 
deal with the maximum real and reactive error. 
Random changes take place in the external system. Depending on 
the location and the size of this change; it may or may not have an 
effect on the equivalent representation. It is expected that outages 
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of transmission lines far away from the boundaries do not affect 
considerably the equivalent model. 
It is assumed that the set of N postulated outages consists 
of N outages with a nominal topology of the external system and N 
outages while single outages in the external system took place. 
Furthermore, 
N2 = N2,l + N2,2 + " + N2,t + • • " + N2,L (34) 
where N . is the number of switching operations in the internal system 
with the I branch of the external system out of operation. 
Therefore, the vector g, defined by equation (31), can be 
decomposed as: 
3-1 % , 
% 
2,1 






Next, we define the following accuracy indices: 
i Ik 2k 
MP = Maximum | P_. - P. 
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k = 1, . . . ,N 
J .'= 1/ . . . ,b (36) 
MQ = Maximum |olk - n2k 
I 3 Vj 
k = 1, . . . ,N] 
J - • ! / . . . , b (37) 
and 
(MP). = Maximum |plk - p 2 k 
k = 1, . 
J = 1, • 
,N 2,1 
,b (38) 
Ik _2k (MQ) = Maximum \Q - QZ 
k = 1/ ,N 2,1 
J = 1, - '. . ,b (39) 
for £ = 1, . . . ,L. 
The equivalent model is furthe 
inequalities: 








(MP) < C1 MP (42) 
(MQ) < C2 MQ (43) 
for I• = 1/ . . . /L. 
The values of MP, MQ are predetermined maximum allowable local 
errors according to the requirements and applications of the equivalent 
model. Generally, better accuracy is needed for on-line operations 
than for planning purposes. C, , C2 are positive numbers which corres-
pond to the specified accuracy tolerance. 
Ik 2k Ik 2k 
The differences (P. - P. ), (Q. - Q. ) for k = 1, . . . ,N 
are elements of the vector q^ . Therefore, the inequalities (40) and 
1 
(41) are satisfied if: 
g. | < MP 
for all the rows of a which correspond to the real power error and 
ig±| < MQ 
for all the rows of g„ which correspond to the reactive error. 
The inequalities (40) and (41) are equivalent to 
IN <H> = 1% (x1^2^)! - % ^o (44) 
where 




if the i row of cr corresponds to 
~^1 
real power error 
if the i row of gv corresponds to 
1 
reactive power error 
Following the above thinking, inequalities (42) and (43) are 
equivalent to: 
2,£ 
I / 1 2 i 
2,£ "%±° 
where 
for I = 1, . . . ,L 
Ci MP 
XI • < 
C2 MQ 
if the i row of a corresponds to 
2,£ 
real power 
•f* V i 
if the i row of g„ corresponds to 
2,1 
reactive power error 
The inequalities (44) and (45) are the constraints of the 






2.6 General Solution to the Problem 
The equivalent problem has been formulated as an optimization 
problem. Minimize: 
J =. g (u)g(u) (48) 
subject to the constraints: 
F (u) < 0 
—N — — (49) 
The dimensionality of the problem is huge. It has been observed 
that in many cases it is not necessary to solve this large optimization 
problem. A simpler model may yield a solution which satisfies the con-
straints (49). Therefore, it pays back if prior to the solution of the 
general problem, simpler models are tested. In this line of thinking 
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we have developed a procedure which is depicted in Figure 2.1. This 
procedure yields the equivalent model which satisfies inequalities 
(49) assuming that there is such a model. 
A brief description of the procedure follows. If the topology 
and the parameter values of the external system are available, the 
Norton equivalent model can be calculated. This model should be tested 
if it satisfies inequalities (49). The performance index S should be 
calculated, also. If this performance index S is less than a prede-
termined value S, the Norton equivalent model is used as the equivalent 
representation of the external system and the solution of the problem 
is avoided. If the Norton equivalent model does not satisfy the above 
requirements, the problem described by the relations (48) and (49) 
should be solved. The following applies, also, to the case where 
the topology and the parameter values of the external system are not 
available. Before one has to solve the constrained problem, the 
unconstrained problem should be considered. The model obtained from 
the solution of the unconstrained problem should be tested if it 
satisfies the inequalities (49). If these inequalities are satisfied, 
this model is used as the equivalent representation of the external 
system. If the model does not satisfy the inequalities (49), the 
entire problem should be considered. Solution to the problem exists 
assuming that the solution space described by the inequalities (49) 
is feasible. 
2,7 Summary 









J = g (u)g(u) 
YES 
Find ii by 
Minimizing 
T 
J •= £ (u_)£(ii) 







2.1. General Solution to the Equivalencing Problem. 
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an optimization problem. The decision variables, objective function, 
and constraints of the problem were discussed. Finally, a general 




i,.kJ.!.: LiitJLi'^ij^. .:^airii~r 
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CHAPTER III 
EQUIVALENCE BY REDUCTION 
TO THE NORTON EQUIVALENT 
3.1 Introduction 
The Norton equivalent has a long history of application as the 
model to represent the external network. It was introduced, by Ward 
[1] in 1949, because of limitations imposed by the number of analyzer 
circuits. Today the analyzer power-flow studies have been substituted 
by digital computer power flow studies. However, the difficulties in 
performing the contingency analysis remain the same. 
The Norton type equivalent assumes that the topology and the 
parameter values of the external system are known. The loading 
conditions of the external system are not available and the internal 
system is assumed to be observable to a state estimator. The next 
section is a review of the Norton equivalencing theory. 
3.2 General Norton Equivalencihg Theory 
The entire system nodal matrix equation is: 
YV = Ŝ  (50) 
where S_, V are the vectors of injected complex bus currents and complex 
bus voltages, respectively, and Y is the nodal admittance matrix. The 
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transmission line model is assumed to be the pi equivalent circuit as 
it is shown in Figure 3.1. 
y is the complex admittance of the transmission line which 
J\. A/ -
connects the k bus with the I bus and it is defined as: 
J\. X/ JV X/ } \ . Xj 
(51) 
where G is the conductance of the line and B is the susceptance of 
the line. 
y is the complex shunt admittance of the line. According 
to the above notation, the nodal admittance matrix is defined as: 
/ 
-y kZ if k?£ 
Yk£ -S 
\lea{k) kZ £ea(k) SH'k£ 
a(k) is the set of busses connected to the k bus. 
The vectors S, V and the matrix Y are decomposed as follows 
S = 
*I 
, V = 
^E 
^1 
r Y = 
Y Y 
EE EB 
Y Y Y BE BB BI 
0 Y Y 
IB II 
(52) 




ki £ bus 
•XD 
SH,k£ 
Figure 3.1. Transmission Line Model. 
internal systems, respectively. The two zero submatrices indicate 
that internal and external busses are not connected to one another. 









BE YBB v \ = ^B 
0 YIB Y I I ^1 ii (53) 
Elimination of the vector V from equation (53) yields: 
~E 
p— 
Y -Y Y~ Y 




S -Y Y~ S 
-B BE EE—E 
*I 
(54) 
The matrix -Y_ Y Y_ represents equivalent network intercon-
BEi JCJE EB 
nections between the boundary busses because of the linear reduction 
of the external system to the boundaries of the internal system. The 
vector -Y Y S represents equivalent current injections at the 
BJCJ EE—E 
boundary busses. The elements of the matrix Y -Y Y Y correspond 
BB BE EE EB 
to transmission lines connecting the boundary busses. As such, the 
individual line constants can be represented as a vector u. The 
matrix 
Y -Y Y~ Y Y 
BB BE EE EB BI 
IB II 
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is known as the equivalent matrix and it is denoted by Y . 
If the first row of the matrix Y is premultiplied by the matrix 
Y„ . then the matrix Y becomes: EE 
Y i = 
i • Y"** i o 
« EE EB , 
L_ 1. 
Y ! Y • Y 
BE BB i BI 
_ \ _ j 
0 ! Y ! Y 
1 IB j. I I 
1 1 
(55) 
where I is the identity matrix. 
If the first row of the matrix Y is premultiplied- by the matrix 











Note that the lower part of the matrix Y is the equivalent admittance 
matrix Y . Therefore, the equivalent admittance matrix is obtained by 
gaussian elimination of the rows of the admittance matrix Y which corres-
ponds to the busses of the external system. Direct inversion of the 
matrix Y„„ is thus avoided. EE. 
Since the internal system is observable, by definition, the 
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complex voltages of the busses of the internal system are known. Using 
equation (54), the equivalent complex current injections can be evalua-
ted. If these injections were constant before and after an outage in 
the internal system, then contingency analysis could be performed 
exactly. However, these current injections do not remain constant and 
it is common practice in performing contingency analysis to classify 
the busses as generation busses denoted as (P,V) busses, or as load 
busses denoted as (P/Q) busses. Generation busses are defined as those 
for which the real power injection P and the voltage magnitude V remain 
constant before and after outages take place in the system. Load 
busses are defined as those for which the real power injection P and 
the reactive power injection Q remain constant before and after outages 
take place. One of the busses in the system is classified as slack bus 
and for this bus, the voltage phase angle is arbitrarily set to be 
zero. 
Therefore, the load flow equations include: 
(1) Two equations for each load bus; one for the real injection 
and one for the reactive injection. 
(2) One equation for each generation bus for the real injection. 
From the references cited in Chapter I, it is clear that the 
classification of the boundary busses as (P,V) busses or as (P,Q) busses 
is dependent on the particular system and the set of postulated outages. 
In our research, both assumptions were investigated and for our test 
systems both assumptions gave similar results. 
In our research, the equivalent is designed so that the boundary 
busses behave as (P/Q) busses. To calculate the Norton equivalent 
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sparsity techniques have been implemented. The computational aspects 
for the Norton equivalent are given in Section 5.2.1. The conductances 
and susceptances of the fictitious lines created between the boundary 
busses are the elements of the vector u_. 
After the equivalent model is found by computing the matrix 
Y , this model is tested if it satisfies the requirements of the 
eq 
problem. For the set of N postulated outages, the performance index S 
is computed. 
If 
S < S~ (57) 
and 
F (u) < 0 , (58) 
—-N — — 
the Norton-type equivalent is sufficient. If this set of inequalities 
is not satisfied, the Norton-type equivalent is rejected and another 
equivalent model needs to be derived by following the procedure to be 
presented in the next chapter. The N postulated outages are either 
information from real switching operations or information from con-
tingency analysis simulation using the entire area. 
3.3 Sparsity of the Equivalent Admittance Matrix 
The reduction of the external system to the boundaries of the 
internal system creates equivalent branches between the boundary busses, 
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The admittance matrix of the equivalent network (between the boundary 
busses) is given by: 
Y -Y Y Y BB BE EE EB 
The matrix Y„„ is a sparse matrix. However, its inverse is in 
EE r 
general a full matrix. Therefore, reduction of the external system to 
the boundaries will create a large number of equivalent branches. The 
number of these branches will depend on the number of connections be-
tween the internal and external system. Three cases may be 
distinguished; 
(a) All the busses of the external system are part of one 
area. If b is the number of the boundary busses, then the maximum 
number of equivalent branches are: 
b(b-l) 
(b) The busses of the external system form m isolated areas, 
Each one of these m areas is connected to b. boundary busses of the 
internal system. Then 
m b. (b.-D 
L 2 
i=l 
equivalent branches are created, where: 
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m 
J b. = b 
:• i = i x 
(c) One or more busses of the external system form an isolated 
area and this area is connected to one boundary bus. In this case only 
the shunt admittance of this bus changes. 
In general, if the internal system is highly interconnected to 
the external system, the number of the equivalent branches is large and 
the sparsity of the admittance matrix of the equivalent model is des-
troyed. This is undesirable for contingency analysis because of time 
and storage limitations. Some compromise between accuracy and sparsity 
is necessary. It has been suggested that some busses of the external 
system should be included in the equivalent model so the admittance 
matrix of the equivalent system will preserve its sparse structure. 
The method is based on the ordering schemes for sparse matrices developed 
by Tinney [22]. In order to include busses of the external system in 
the study area, systematic exchange of information between neighboring 
companies is required. If this information is not available, assump-
tions should be made about the loading conditions of the external 
system. These assumptions usually jeopardize the accuracy of the 
equivalent model. 
This thesis reports another method. A large number of the 
equivalent branches are eliminated according to some criterion. This 
practice preserves both the sparse structure of the equivalent admit-
tance matrix and the accuracy of the model. Two elimination schemes 
of branches of the equivalent model were examined; the two schemes are 
discussed next. 
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First Elimination Scheme 
We define as (TP). the average of magnitude of real power for 
J_T_ 
the j equivalent branch. Similarly, we define as (TQ). the average 
of magnitude of reactive power. The indices (TP)., (TQ). given by 
<rp), = ̂  ripfl (59) 
3 N k — 3 
• N 
<rQ)• = £ I \Q \ (so) 
: k=l : 
2k 2k 
are computed for every equivalent branch. P. , Q. are the real and 
+• Vl 4—-X-
reactive flows in the j branch after the k outage. If for the 
j branch, 
(TP). < TP (61) 
(TQ) . < T~Q (62) 
4.-U 
then, the j branch is eliminated from the equivalent representation. 
For various values of TP, TQ the accuracy indices S, MP, MQ are calcu-
lated. The values of TP, TQ are selected so that sparsity requirements 
and accuracy specifications are satisfied. 
Second Elimination Scheme 
tVi 
If for the j branch the conductance and susceptance satisfy 
the inequalities 
G. < G (63) 
D 
B.| < B (64) 
the j branch is eliminated. For various values of G, B the accuracy 
indices S, MP, MQ are calculated. The values of G, B are 
selected so that sparsity requirements and accuracy specifications are 
satisfied. 
3.4 Updating of the Norton Equivalent 
If major topological changes take place in the external system, 
the admittance matrix of the equivalent should be updated. A systematic 
procedure is needed to determine which transmission lines of the ex-
ternal system have significant effect on the magnitudes of the conduc-
tances and susceptances of the equivalent branches. It is expected 
that outages of transmission lines far away from the boundary busses 
will have insignificant effect on the equivalent model. The transmis-
sion lines of the external system can be classified into two 
categories: 
(1) Lines with significant effect on the equivalent model. 
(2) Lines with no significant effect on the equivalent 
model. 
The classification is based on the accuracy indices (S).. 
•f~Vi 
(MP)., and (MQ). which have been defined. For the j line of the 
3 3 
external system, the accuracy indices (S)., (MP)., and (MQ). are 









- 1 < C, 
- 1 < C. (65) 
the j line belongs to the second category; else it belongs to the 
first. If one line of the external system goes out of operation and 
it belongs to the second group, the equivalent model does not need any 
modification. If the line belongs to the first group, the admittance 
matrix of the equivalent model should be updated. 
The updating can be achieved with minimal computational effort 
by using the well known matrix inversion lemma. Assume that the line 
which connects the i and j busses of the external system is 
tripped out. Then the nodal admittance matrix becomes: 
Y' = Y _ - y . .e. .e. . 
EE EE .̂ IJ—IJ—1J 
(66) 
where y.. is the complex admittance of the line ij and, 





•*- I entry 
u. -th 
•*- j entry 
(67) 
By applying the matrix inversion lemma: 
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q. . = 1 + y. .e. J e . . 
ID iD-̂ -D EE-13 (69) 
The updated admittance matrix of the equivalent model is given by: 
y* = 
eq 
Y -Y (Y1 ) Y 






ij -1 T -1 
•*- Y Y e. e Y Y 
q. . BE EE-ij-ij EE EB 
(68) 
Further, define 
D. . A Y Y_1e. . 
—2.J = BE EE—13 (69) 
Then, 
Y' = Y + 
eq eq 
^ D. .D. . 




The above matrix equation indicates that the equivalent admit-
tance matrix changes by a matrix 
- ^ - i D . . D
T . 
q i j - ^ - ^ . J . 
It should be noted that D.. is the difference between the i and the 
-ID 
j column of the matrix Y„„Y„„. J BE EE 
3.5 Detection of External System Outages 
Because of limitations in the exchange of information between 
neighboring companies, outages of major lines in the external system 
may be unknown to the operators of the internal system. Thus, the 
need to detect unreported topological changes in the external system is 
created. A detection scheme has been developed which takes advantage 
of the well known DC load flow equations. These equations are approxi-
mate. For detection purposes, however, they are adequate. Furthermore, 
it is assumed that: 
(1) The susceptances of the transmission lines are larger 
than the conductances, i.e. 
G. . + jB. . ~ jB. . 
ID 1] = J IJ 
(2) Voltage magnitudes are constant and equal to the nominal 
value, i.e. 
V. = 1 p.u. 
l 
for all busses. 
(3) The voltage phase angle difference across a line is small, 
i.e. 
sin(G. - e.) ~ e. - e. 
i 3 • = .1 3 
The above realistic assumptions yield the so called DC model. Then, 
then entire area system equations are: 
P = A0 (71) 
where P_ is the vector of real injections and _0 is the vector of the 
voltage phase angles, and 
r-B. 




I . B-• if i=J 
Ljea(i) 1D 








where the subscripts E and R refer to external and reduced systems, 




A' 0„ = P (73) 
eq—R —eq 
-1 
A = A ™ ~ A A A ^ ,.. • (74) 
eq RR RE EE ER 
p = pr, " A A " ^ (75) 
—eq —R RE EE—E 
The detection scheme is based on the following proposition: 
Proposition: Following the outage of a transmission line which 
. th . th 
connects the l and j busses of the external system, the vector of 
the voltage phase angles of the reduced system changes by a vector 
AG such that: 
A A0^ = AC.. (76) 
eq—R —±j 
where A is a constant and C.. is a vector which completely characterizes 
-ij 
the line outage. The vector C.. is defined as: 
-ij 
C. . = A A *e. . (77) 




-<- 1 entry 
.th 
«- 3 entry 
Proof: Following the outage of a transmission line which 
connects the i and j bus of the external system, the matrix A. 
modified as: 
EE 
A' ='A„„ - B..e..e.. 
EE EE 13-aj—13 
where B.. is the susceptance of the line. By applying the matrix 
inversion lemma one obtains: 
(V 
•Q 
- 1 T - 1 - 1 in - 1 T - 1 
= (AEE " B i . j S i j S i j
) " AEE " 577 A El£ i j%j A EE 
I ' D -> -> 
where 
T - 1 
D. . = 1 + B. . e . .A„ e . . ( s c a l a r ) 
13 ID - ID EE-a3 
L e t u s d e f i n e a s : 
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£ij i ^ (79) 
13 
and 
= flEE^j <80) 
then 
< A E E r l = A E E - ^ j ^ <81) 
The outage changes the matrix of the equivalent model to: 
-1 T 
A' = Aor> ~ A ^ ( A ^ - £..3 3 )A„„ 
eq RR RE EE ID — — ER 
= A + I. .A„„ 6 3 ^ ^ 
eq 13 R E — — ER 
T 
= A • + I. .C..C . (82) 
eq 13—13—13 
where the vector C.. has been defined earlier. The modified real -1D 
injection vector is: 
^q " ̂R " V(AEE - '^ijSkjSlj*^ 





y A e. .A„ P„ 
= —13 EE—E 
(84) 
then 
P' = p. + y I. . C. . 
eq eq 13 -13 
(85) 
The voltage phase angles of the busses in the internal system, 
after the outage in the external system, change from 9_ to 9 + A9 : 
R R • R 
A' (0„ + A0 ) = P' 
eq —R — R -neq 
By substituting the expressions for A' , P' from equations (82) and 
eq eq 
(85), one obtains: 
(A + I. .C. .C. .) (0„ -I- A 0 ) = P + y £. . C. . 
eq 13-13-13 -R — R -eq H 13 -13 
A 0 n + A A0 •• + £. .C. .C. . (0„ + A9J = P + y I. . C. . eq—R eq—R 13—13—13 —R — R —eq 13—13 
Since A 0 = P and C..(0 + A0_) is a scalar, the above expression 
eq—R —eq —13 —R — R • 
is simplified to: 
A A0„ = I. .{y - C..(0„ + A0)}C.. 
eq—R 13 —13 —R — R —13 
or 
A A0„ = A C. . 
eq—R —13 
where 
A = I {y - C^ (0 + A0 )} Q.E.D, 
13 - i ] ~*<- J* 
Since the study area is observable to a state estimator, the 
vectors 0D and 0 + A0 , i.e. the voltage phase angles of the busses 
—IS. —IS IN. 
of the internal system before and after the outage in the external 
system, are known. The vector: 
d A A A0 — = eq—R 
is also a known vector. Let d„ be the normalized vector of d 
—N — 
V=TTd! 
and C . . • t h e n o r m a l i z e d v e c t o r of C . . -1D/N - 1 3 
C . 
Zll 
L i j / N C... 
Then, i f 
d = A C . 
- - 1 3 
A 1 I'C. . ] 
11 I] 1 
|2 
1 1 II ij II lie.II 
1 ' 1 J 1 ' 
sign(A)1 
Therefore, 
dL• C. . KT = 1 (89) 
1 —N —13 , N' 
The above developments form the base for the detection scheme 
which is described next. 
For all the lines of the external system which have significant 
effect on the Norton equivalent model the normalized vectors C.. are 
-13,N 
precomputed. When the state estimator detects a sudden change in the 
phase voltage angles of the boundary busses, the vector d and the 
inner products d • C_. . are computed. For the dropped line the 
absolute value of the inner product (89) will assume a value close to 
one. Since the detection scheme is based on DC analysis it is expected 
that this absolute value will not be exactly equal to one but very 
close to one. 
It has been observed that the transmission lines of the external 
th 
system form a set of groups. The lines of the I group have the same 
I 
normalized vector and this is denoted by C . Therefore, the detection 
—N 
scheme detects the group in which the line in outage belongs. For the 
i line belonging the the I group, there is a normalized constant 
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K. such that: 
1 
J? J? 
C. = KrC- (90) 
—l i —N 
From equation (82) it can be seen that with the i line out of opera-
tion, the equivalent matrix A is modified by a matrix. 
"T. 
(*?)••% c*(c*)T 
-l 1 —N —N 
The constant £. has been defined. For two lines i and j belonging to 
the same group and connected in series the following relationships holds 
J? 2 J? 2 
(K ) I. = (K.) £. (91) 
l l D D 
Therefore, if all the lines of the same group are in series, then these 
lines have the same effect on the equivalent model. If the line in 
outage belongs to such a group, by detecting the group, using the 
detection scheme described earlier, the equivalent model can be updated 
appropriately. 
In the general case, more information is needed to identify 
which line of the particular group detected by the detection scheme is 
out of operation. 
How to detect the line in outage after detecting the group to 
which the line belongs is discussed next. It is assumed that the real 
base load condition for the external system is available and this is 
denoted by the vector a . Proceeding as earlier, it is easy to 
E 
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prove tha t 
v ^ - 4h{h - Ri'4,T'§R+ M R ) > ^ 
- As5, (92) 
—N 
The constant $. is defined as: 
1 
T -1 
!. = e A^ ap (93) 
l —i EE—E 
and this is a known number. 
% Since the vectors A AO^ and C are known vectors, the constant 
eq—R —N 
A can be computed. For each line belonging to the same group which has 
been found by the detection scheme, the constants 
Ai = KK{Pi -Ki<^>X+*°R>> <94> 
are computed. 
The line in outage gives the smallest value of the |A—A.'| - An 






AC power flow equations used in contingency analysis are non-
linear. Switching and/or transformer tap-changing operations complicate; 
furthermore, the analysis of power systems. These nonlinearities should 
be accounted for by the equivalent model. The Norton-type equivalents 
are based on engineering insight; whereby, linear reduction is used to 
obtain equivalents for a non-linear set of equations. Normally, these 
equivalents give good results in most cases. But there are cases of 
serious discrepancies ranging from failure of the load flow algorithm to 
converge to cases of highly erroneous answers. If the external system 
consists of many busses, the Norton-type equivalent model.requires a 
large amount of data to be processed. Another disadvantage of the Norton 
type equivalent model is that the classification of the boundary busses 
as generation busses or as load busses is system dependent. These 
shortcomings, together with the uncertainty with regard to the topology 
and the parameter values of the external system because of limited ex-
change of information between neighboring companies, have increased 
in recent years the interest for on-line type equivalents [28]. 
In this chapter, on-line type equivalents are derived by using 
information from the internal system only. Switching operations, 
together with on-line state estimation, are the main sources of information 
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to obtain the equivalent model. In the next section the formulation of 
the problem for on-line equivalents is presented. 
4.2 Formulation of the Problem for On-Line Equivalents 
In this section the mathematical formulation presented in Chapter 
II is stated as it is applied for on-line equivalents. 
For on-line equivalents it is assumed that no information from 
the external system is available. An equivalent representation of the 
external system needs to be obtained by using information from the 
internal system only. 
Figure 4.1 shows a set of boundary busses. The dotted lines 
indicate equivalent branches between the boundary busses. 
Let a(i) be the set of busses of the internal system connected to 
the i boundary bus and b(i) the set of the boundary busses connected 
to the i boundary bus. The real and reactive injection at the i 
boundary bus is given by: 
p. = v.{ 7 G..} - v. J V.{G..cose.. + B..sine..} 
l i .*% ... 13 i .**, ,.. 3 ID 13 1} 13 3eb(i) jeb(i) J . J —' J 
+ I P±1 (95) 
jea(i) 
Q. = -V. {B_UTTlv._ . + y B. .} - V. J V.{G. .sine. *i l SHUNT,! .L. ... 13 l ,L^... 3 13 l" 
3€b(i) J 3£b(i) J J 
-B..cosO..} + y Q.. (96) 
13 13 . ,.x 13 J J 3€a(i) J 
where: 
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B SHUNT, i 




= voltage magnitude of the i bus 
= voltage phase angle difference across the line ij 
= conductance of line ij 
= susceptance of line ij 
th 
= shunt susceptance at the i bus 
= real flow from the i bus to the j bus 
= reactive flow from the i bus to the j bus. 
G.., B.., B„„„„m . are components of the vector u. ij ij SHUNT,1 * — 
Using equations (95), (96), the vectors of real and reactive 
injections at the boundary busses before and after the k outage can 
be expressed as: 
Ik , , Ik, , Ik I = A(x )u + T (97) 
2k w , 2k. ^ 2k I = A(x )u + T (98) 
where 
Ik 2k 
T_ ,T_ ^ vectors of pre- and post-outage power 
flows from the boundary busses to the 
internal system. These are known 
quantities. 
Ik 2k 
A (x_ ),A(_x ) A matrices which are strictly dependent 
Ik , 2k 
on x and x• . 
The difference between the pre- and post-outage injections at the 
boundary busses becomes 
a, - * l k - i 2 k 
= [A(xlk) - A(x2k)]u + Tlk - T2k' 
= H^u + ̂  ; k=l, . . . ,N (99) 
Since the internal system is observable to a state estimator, 
k k 
the matrix H and the vector M are known quantities. 
The objective function of the equivalent problem becomes: 
N J = I %% 
N 
= I (Hku + ̂ C)T(Hku + M*) (100) 
k=l 
Next the constraints of the problem are presented. Let us define as: 
% = H N U + M^ (101) 
1 1 1 
% = H N H
 + ^ r * = 1 ' • • • /L (102) 
^ / A/ ^ / Xr £ f AJ 
w h e r e : 
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Then the constraints of the problem 
1 o 
F^Cu) = |g(x ,x , u) | - g^ < 0_ 
becomes 
F (u) = H u + MJ - g_. < 0 









V N 2,1 \ = —N 2,1 
(106) 




In summary, the problem is: 
Minimize: 
N 
J = 1 (HkH + ^) T(H ku + M*) 
k=l 
(107) 
subject to the constraints: 
Vu).-: [Ĥ U + MJ -%*•£ (108) 
For each outage there are 2b inequality constraints; therefore, 
there are 2xbxN inequalities to be satisfied. The method to solve the 
optimization problem described by the equations (107) and (108) is 
discussed in the next sections. 
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4.3 Unconstrained Problem 
If the internal system is highly interconnected to the external 
system and the number of switching operations under consideration is 
large, the number of the inequality constraints to be satisfied is high. 
Therefore, before the problem is solved in its entirety, the model ob-
tained by solving the unconstrained problem should be tested. In this 
section the method of solving the unconstrained problem is derived and 
the various aspects of this model are discussed. 
4.3.1 Equivalent Model 
The objective function is a quadratic function of the unknown 
vector u. This quadratic function takes its minimum when: 
~ - 0 (109) 
du — 
The optimality condition becomes: 
I (Hk)T(Hku + Mk)• = 0_ (110) 
k=l 
and the optimal solution is given by 
N N 
u = •-[ i ( H V H V ^ I ( H S V ] ( in) 
k=l k=l 
Therefore, the solution is obtained in one iteration and the 
solution exists assuming that the matrix 
N I ( H W 
k=l 
is a nonsingular matrix. 
If I is the number of the equivalent branches and £„ is the 
number of the fictitious capacitors or reactors at the boundary busses, 
the solution of the unconstrained problem requires the inversion of a 
matrix of dimension (2x1 +1 ) x (2x1 +1 ) . The computer storage require-
ments and the computational time are dependent upon the values of 
£.., £„. In general, using sparsity techniques both the storage require-
ments and the computational time are moderate and the method is suitable 
for on-line operation. The computational aspects to derive the solution 
of the unconstrained problem are given in Section 5.2.2. 
The value of the quadratic function at the optimum is given by 
J = I <MW - [ f <HW]T[ f (HWr'r I (^jVi (112) 
k=l k=l k=l k=l 
J gives the total error. Note that 
J = NxbxS (113) 
where the index S has been defined. 
The equivalent model obtained from equation (111) should be 
tested if it satisfies the inequality constraints: 
F (u) < 0 
—N — — 
If the inequalities of the problem are satisfied, this equivalent 
model is acceptable. In this case, since the solution of the uncon-
strained problem also satisfies the inequality constraints, the 
equivalent model is optimal. 
4.3.2 Sparsity of the Admittance Matrix 
The vector u_ determines the connectivity among the boundary 
busses and the dimension of the vector u_ determines the sparsity of the 
admittance matrix of the equivalent model. Complete connectivity among 
all the boundary busses will result in poor sparsity of the admittance 
matrix if the number of the boundary busses is large. With complete 
connectivity however, the number of independent variables is the maximum 
and the unconstrained problem will obtain its optimum solution. In this 
case, the objective function J obtains its minimum value, J*. By 
eliminating some of the equivalent branches, i.e., by reducing the 
number of the independent variables, the admittance matrix of the 
equivalent model becomes a sparse matrix but the value of the performance 
index J becomes greater than the value of J*. 
This is in contrast to the observations made with regard to the 
sparsity of the admittance matrix of the Norton equivalent where by 
eliminating some of the equivalent branches, the performance index was 
improved. This is due to the fact that the Norton equivalent is based 
on engineering intuition rather than on mathematical analysis. 
To solve the unconstrained problem, a connectivity criterion among 
boundary busses is needed such that the equivalent representation is 
optimal. If £ equivalent branches are retained, where I < — - — — , 




possible connectivities. It is impractical to examine all these cases 
to determine the optimal connectivity. 
A systematic procedure to define the connectivity of the equiva-
lent model so that it will compromise between the sparsity of the 
admittance matrix and the performance index is as follows: 
First Step: An initial connectivity between the boundary busses 
is assumed. This is a-priori information which can be based either on 
equivalencing techniques using the Norton-type equivalent or on past 
experience of the particular system. This connectivity should contain 
sufficient number of equivalent branches. The vector u_ which corres-
ponds to the initial connectivity is denoted by u . The dimension of 
the vector u. is restricted by the computer storage requirements to 
invert the matrix 
'N • , 
I.-<HW. • 
k=l 
Second Step: Using the connectivity defined in the first step, 
equation (111) is applied to determine the values of the conductances and 
susceptances of the equivalent branches. The optimum vector 11 which 
corresponds to this connectivity is denoted by u . 
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Third Step: The vector u is used to compute for each equivalent 
branch the indices 
1 5 , 2k, 
( F P ) i =%l l P 1 I ( 1 1 4 ) 
J N k = l J 
N 
<rQ>, = ^ I l e f l ( u s ) 
J- N k i l - D 
2k 2k t h 
where P . , Q. have been de f ined . I f for t he j branch: 
D D 
(TP). < TP 
(fQ) < TQ 
tVi 
then the j branch is eliminated from the equivalent representation. 
For various selections of TP, TQ the indices S, MP, MQ are calculated. 
The connectivity which satisfies the accuracy requirements and preserves 
the sparse structure of the admittance matrix is selected. The vector 
ii which corresponds to this connectivity is denoted by u. . 
Fourth Step: Shunt terms are included at the boundary busses. 
For the connectivity selected from the third step, the conductances and 
susceptances of the equivalent branches are computed by using equation 
(111). 
Step four gives the equivalent representation of the external 
system. Note that by including shunt terms in the fourth step at the 
boundary busses the sparsity of the admittance matrix is not affected. 
4.4 Constrained Problem 
If all the equivalent models examined so far are unable to 
satisfy the requirements of the problem, one has to solve the problem 
in its entirety. In this section the method to solve the constrained 
problem is discussed. 
In general/ there are two approaches to solve the constrained 
optimization problem. 
(1) Using penalty function methods 
(2) Using quadratic programming 
The penalty function methods transform the constrained problem 
into an unconstrained problem. A number of methods can be applied to 
solve the unconstrained problem. Convergence of these methods becomes 
dependent on the selection of the penalty factors. Early attempts to 
solve the constrained problem using penalty function methods were 
unsuccessful because of convergence difficulties. 
Quadratic programming was chosen as the method to solve the 
problem. It guarantees that the optimal solution is obtained in a 
finite number of steps assuming that such solution exists. 
4.4.1 Equivalent Model 
The general statement of a quadratic problem is: 
Minimize the quadratic function: 
T T 
x = c u + u Du (116) 
subject to a linear system of constraints 
Au < P (117) 
— —o 
where: 
c_ = an n-vector of constraints 
P = an m-vector of constraints 
—o ' 
D = an nxn matrix 
A = an mxn matrix 
u_ = an n-vector of unknowns 
The matrix D is assumed to be positive semi-definite. This 
assures that the quadratic function x is convex in u_ and since the con-
straints are linear, the solution space is convex too. Therefore, if a 
minimum is found, it is a global minimum. 
Next, the equivalent problem is formulated as a quadratic pro-
gramming problem. The objective function of the problem is: 
N 
J = I(Hku + Mk)T(Hku + M*) 
k=l 
= I (Mk)V + u
T f ( H W + { I (Mk)THk}u 
k=l k=l k=l 
+ u
T{ I (I^lVh,. 
k=l 
N N N 
= I (VT)V + 2{ I (Hk)V}Tu + uT{ £ ( H V H ^ U (118) 






is a constant, the equivalent problem described by equations (107) and 
(108) can be restated as: 
Minimize: 
N N 
x = 2{ I (H k)V} Tu + uT{ I (Hk)THk}u 
° k=l k=l 
(119) 
subject to the constraints: 
H u < g„ - M 
N- ^N --N 
•H u < g + M 
N- ^N -^ 
(120) 
(121) 
The problem described by equations (119), (120), and (121) is 
in the form: 
Minimize: 
x = c_ u_ + u. Du. (122) 
subject to: 
Au < P 




£ =2 I (Hk)V 
k=l 
N 








p = —o 
3*-% 
2N + ^ 
(127) 
The vector u_ is of dimension n = 2i^+i where £.. , i9 as defined 
earlier. The vector c_ is of dimension m = 4xNxb. The defined matrix D 
is a positive semi-definite matrix. 
The equivalent model u_ is obtained by solving the quadratic 
programming problem described by the equations (119), (120), and (121). 
The quadratic programming problem is solved by direct application 
of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions reduce the 
quadratic problem to a linear programming problem. The problem 
becomes: 
Find an n-vector, u_, and n-vector, y_, an m-vector, A_, and an 
m-vector, S_, such that: 
-2Du - A X. + v = C (128) 
Au + S = P — — —o (129) 
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T v u = 0 (130) 
T AS = 0 (131) 
A > 0, u > 0, v > Or S > 0 
The above conditions may be combined as: 





v u = 0 
T 
A S = 0 
A > 0, u > 0, S > 0, v > 0 
Therefore, the quadratic programming is equivalent to finding 
the solution to a set of linear equations. This solution should 
T T satisfy the additional constraints v_ u. = 0, A_ S_ = 0 . 
The solution to the above problem is obtained by using A modi-
fication of the revised simplex method. Details are given in Appendix 1 
Solution to the problem exists assuming that the constraints: 
Au < P 
— —o 
define a non empty space. 
The sparsity of the admittance matrix of the equivalent model is 
discussed next. The constrained problem is considered after it has 
been concluded that the equivalent model based on the solution of the 
unconstrained problem does not satisfy the inequality (108), This model 
should include the maximum possible number of branches between the 
boundary busses. This maximum number of branches is specified by the 
requirement that the admittance matrix should preserve its sparsity. 
The connectivity determines the variables for the constrained problem 
also. Note that the performance index of the model based on the solution 
of the unconstrained problem is the lower limit of the performance index 
of the model obtained by solving the constrained problem. 
The computational aspects to solve the constrained problem are 
discussed in Section 5.2.3. 
4.5 Updating of the Equivalent Model 
During the daily operation of a power system, several switching 
operations are performed by the operator. Transmission lines are 
taken out of operation during the base load period so that the system 
remains stable and these lines are inserted back in the system during 
the peak load period. Furthermore, forced outages may take place in 
the internal system. Therefore, switching operations and/or forced 
outages are available on a daily basis and they define the set of N 
postulated outages. 
To update the equivalent model the procedure outlined in 
the general solution is applicable. For the set of the N postulated 
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outages, the inequality constraints F„(u.) are formed. First, the 
existing equivalent model should be investigated if it satisfies the 
specifications of the problem. The performance index S is computed. 
If 
s < s" 
and 
there is no need to update the equivalent model. If the above require-
ments are not satisfied the equivalent model should be updated. If the 
model obtained by solving the unconstrained problem satisfies the in-
equality constraints the model is sufficient. If not one has to solve 
the constrained problem. The connectivity of the existing equivalent 
model is used when the updated values of the conductances and suscep-
tances of the equivalent branches are computed. The connectivity of 
the equivalent model should be investigated again if major outages have 
been taking place in the external system. 
4.6 Summary 
In this chapter the solution to the optimization method has been 
presented. First, the model obtained by solving the unconstrained prob-
lem is presented. A systematic procedure to define the connectivity of 
the equivalent model is developed. Next the optimization problem is 
formulated as a quadratic programming problem. Finally, the method to 
solve the quadratic programming problem is presented. 
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CHAPTER V 
TEST CASES AND COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 
5.1 Test Cases 
Five examples are presented in this section. The first deals 
with the Norton Equivalent. The second is an application of the elimina-
tion schemes derived in Section 3.3. The third is an application of the 
detection scheme derived in Section 3.5. The fourth deals with the 
unconstrained problem. The fifth deals with the constrained problem. 
5.1.1 Example for the Norton Equivalent 
This example deals with the Norton equivalent. The 30 bus system 
shown in Figure 5.1 is the entire system. This is an IEEE test system. 
The dotted line separates the internal system from the external system. 
The busses 8, 25, and 30 are the boundary busses. The Norton Equivalent 
is shown in Figure 5.2. Three equivalent branches are created between 
the three boundary busses and these branches are denoted by the dotted 
lines. Five outages were considered in the internal system. The post-
outage conditions were obtained by performing the load-flow analysis with 
the entire area. The Norton Equivalent was tested for the set of these 
five outages. The indices S, MP, MQ were computed. These indices are 
given below. 
S = 7.24 (MVA)2 
MP = .883 (MW) 






Figure 5.1. Topology of the Internal and External System. 
(Example 5.1.1) 
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Figure 5.2. Topology of the Norton Equivalent Model 
of the Internal System. (Example 5.1.1) 
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If these values of S, MP, MQ are less than the specified toler-
ances of the problem, the Norton equivalent model is satisfactory. The 
index S gives the total error. The average difference of the real and 
reactive injections before and after the five outages is 2.69 (MVA). 
(= /s~). From the values of MP and MQ it is concluded, for this particu-
lar example, that the assumption that the real injections remain constant 
is more valid than the assumption that the real injections remain con-
stant. This was true for all the other systems and sets of outages we 
consider in this research. 
5.1.2 Example on the Sparsity of the Admittance Matrix of the Norton 
Equivalent 
The two elimination schemes presented in Section 3.3 were tested 
with a 444 bus system. This is part of the Bonneville Power Administra-
tion (BPA) system. The internal system includes 87 busses with 31 
boundary busses. The set of postulated outages includes 29 outages in 
the internal system. The results of these outages were obtained by 
performing load-flow analysis with the 444 bus system. The Norton 
equivalent model was obtained with the algorithm we present in Section 
5.2.1. 437 equivalent branches were created between the boundary busses. 
Obviously, the admittance matrix of the equivalent model is not a sparse 
matrix. The two elimination schemes derived in Section 3.3 were applied 
to define a connectivity which satisfies both the sparsity requirements 
and accuracy tolerances. For various selections Of TP, TQ and G, B 
the accuracy indices S, MP, MQ were computed and the results are 
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The results are shown also in Figures 
5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. By examination of the Tables 1 and 2, we conclude that: 


















437 753.34 114.95 354.39 
1. 1. 130 726.31 113.21 328.63 
2. 2. 109 716.69 111.54 322.84 
3. 2. 97 704.55 111.54 306.23 
3. 3. 92 675.44 111.54 246.28 
4. 3. 83 674.09 111.54 246.28 
5. 5. 74 665.51 105.41 246.28 
8. 8. 72 665.97 105.41 246.28 
10. 10. 66 653.12 151.78 186.37 
12. 12. 63 650.59 190.93 186.37 
15. 15. 59 648.68 190.93 186.37 
18. 18. 57 650.31 190.93 186.37 
20. 20. 54 639.37 190.93 184.80 
23. 23. 48 886.53 230.28 186.63 
25. 25. 47 1046.88 365.25 186.63 

















437 753.34 114.95 354.39 
.05 .05 135 740.32 113.21 345.39 
.1 .1 119 720.14 111.54 322.84 
. .15 .15 114 719.51 111.54 322.84 
.1 .2 104 707.52 111.54 306.23 
.2 .2 101 706.06 111.54 306.23 
.2 .3 90 688.13 111.54 279.78 
.35 .35 88 688.48 111.54 279.78 
.4 .4 85 673.86 111.54 246.28 
.4 \ .5". 82 669.28 111.54 246.28 
.5 .5 81 601.18 105.41 246.28 
.6 .6 76 637.41 125.54 195.92 
.7 .7 71 642.84 125.54 192.87 
.9 .9 68 640.96 190.93 192.87 
1.1 1. 66 1118.12 316.47 229.33 
.01 .01 184 751.71 114.68 354.15 
First Elimination Scheme 
I / Second Elimination Scheme 
^ \ / 
50 70 90 110 
No. of Equivalent Branches ->• 
130 
Figure 5.3. The Performance Index S as a Function of 
the Retained Equivalent Branches with the 
First and Second Elimination Scheme. 
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No. of Equivalent Branches -> 
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Figure 5.4. The Performance Index MP as a Function of 
the Retained Equivalent Branches with the 





















First Elimination Scheme 
Second Elimination Scheme 
-> « " r 1 
50 70 90 
No. of Equivalent Branches 
110 
Figure 5.5. The Performance Index MQ as a Function of 
the Retained Equivalent Branches with the 
First and Second Elimination Scheme. 
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(1) The performance of the Norton equivalent model is improved 
by eliminating some of the equivalent branches. 
(2) The first elimination scheme is more effective than the 
second elimination scheme. Using the first elimination scheme less 
equivalent branches between the boundary busses are required to succeed 
the minimum values of the indices S, MP, MQ. This was expected since 
the first elimination scheme takes into consideration not only the 
magnitudes of the conductances and susceptances of the equivalent 
branches but, also, the operating conditions of the system. 
(3) The index MP is less sensitive to the number of retained 
equivalent branches than the index MQ. 
The above conclusions cannot be generalized for every power system. 
Similar investigations should be performed with the particular system 
and set of postulated outages to define the optimum values of TP, TQ or 
G, B. These values will be dependent on the loading condition of the 
system and the postulated outages. 
5.1.3 Example for the Detection Scheme 
The detection scheme derived in Section 3.5 was tested with a 30 
bus system shown in Figure 5.6. The dotted line separates the internal 
system from the external system. The busses 6, 16, 24, 25, 26, and 28 
are the boundary busses. Since the topology and the parameter values of 
the external system are assumed to be known, the vectors c.., defined by 
-3-D 
Equation (77), can be computed for all the transmission lines of the 
external system. From the vectors c.. the normalized vectors c.. „ were 
—ID —13,N 
computed. According to these normalized vectors the transmission lines 




Figure 5.6. Topology of the Internal and External System. 
(Example 5.1.3) 
•HVi 
belonging to the £ group, where £=1,...,6, have the same normalized 
vector c . For the i line belonging to the £ group there is a 
£ 




From Equations (82) and (90), it is obvious that with the i line of 
"HVi 
the £ group out of operation, the matrix A is modified to 
Q 7 P P T 
A' = A + (K?) £. ( O (C„) 
eq eq i i -N —N 
The constant £. was defined in Section 3.5 by Equation (79). We denote 
£ £ th 
by c„(i) the element of the vector c which corresponds to the i 
N —N 
boundary bus. 
The groups and the normalized vectors are summarized in Table 3. 
£ 2 
The constants K., £.. (K.) £. are summarized in Table 4. 
1 1 1 1 
As it was expected the lines (2-19), (4-22), (17-18), (17-27), 
and (18-27) do not have any effect on the equivalent model. Examination 
of the groups reveals that either all the lines of the group are in 
series or some of the lines of the group form a closed loop and this 
loop is in series with the rest of the lines of the same group. Notice 
also that lines in series belong to the same group and they have the 
£ 2 
same coefficient (K.) £.. 
All the lines of the groups 3, 4, and 5 are in series. If the 
line in outage belongs to any one of these groups, the Norton equivalent 
model can be updated simply by detecting the group to which this line 
Table 3. Groups and Normalized Vectors for Example 5.1.3. 
^s*>*^<^ Group 





21-22 20-21 7-30 11-29 14-29 29-30 
22-27 15-29 11-10 12-13 19-29 







CN<6> .12664 .05879 -.79628 -.07738 -.07303 .14899 
CN ( 1 6 ) -.73753 -.89028 .02903 -.16910 -.15958 -.31386 
C*(24) 
N 
.14574 .06766 .13487 -.08905 -.08404 .17147 
C*(25> .63551 .29506 .58812 -.38834 -.36648 .74772 
C*<26) -.07252 .19953 .01883 -.15992 .88677 -.32108 
C*(28) 
N 
-.09785 .26922 .02542 .88379 -.20362 -.43323 
Z £ 2 
Table 4. Parameters k-, Z., (k̂ ) Z. For Example 5.1.3. 




























































































Group 1 .96990 
Group 2 .77738 
Group 3 .17426 
Group 4 .29751 
Group 5 .11483 









Several examples of detecting the group to which the line in 
outage belongs are presented below. In our simulation with a line in 
the external system out of operation, the pre- and post-outage vectors 
of phase voltage angles of the internal system were obtained by solving 
the load flow for the 30 bus system. This is so because the internal 
system is assumed to be observable. From the pre- and post-outage 
vectors of the phase voltage angles, the vector d_, defined by equation 
(86), and the normalized vector dL were computed. Finally, for each 
\ Z \ i £ i 
group the d »c was computed. Based on the values of d »c, , the 
•—N —N' •—N —N1 
group to which the line in outage belongs was detected. Some of the 
results are summarized in Table 5. 
i A i From Table 5 it can be seen that the value of d„»c for the 
•—N —N1 
line outage is not exactly equal to one. This was expected since the 
detection scheme is based on DC analysis. The detection scheme, however, 
safely identifies the group to which the line in outage belongs. 
5.1.4 Example for the Unconstrained Problem 
The model obtained by solving the unconstrained problem was 
tested with the 444 bus system described in Section 5.1.2. The set of 
postulated outages includes 29 outages in the internal system (N=29). 
The equivalent model was obtained by following the procedure 
outlined in Section 4.3.2. 
Step One: The initial connectivity between the boundary busses 
is obtained by the first elimination scheme developed for the Norton 
equivalent in Section 3.3. This connectivity consists of 92 branches 
between the 31 boundary busses. In Section 5,1.2 the values of the 
performance indices S, MP, MQ for the set of 29 outages were given and 
are cited again: 
S = 675.44 (MVA)2 
MP = 111.54 (MW) 
MQ = 246.28 (MVAR) 
Step Two: For the connectivity obtained in Step One, equation 
(111) was applied to determine the conductances and susceptances of the 
92 equivalent branches (£. =92, l~ = 0). This model was tested for the 
set of 29 outages and the results are given below: 
S = 231.53 (MVA)2 
MP = 67.59 (MW) 
MQ = 109.49 (MVAR) 
Step Three: The model obtained in Step Two was used to compute 
for each equivalent branch the indices (TP). and (TQ). defined by 
equations (114) and (115), respectively. For various selections of 
TP, TQ the performance indices S, MP, MQ were computed and the results 
are summarized in Table 6. From Table 6 it can be seen that all the 
selections of TP, TQ except the last one gave equivalent models whose 
performances are almost the same with the performance of the model 
obtained by solving the unconstrained problem. Based on this elimination 
procedure, the connectivity consisted of 85 branches between the boundary 
busses was selected as the connectivity for the equivalent model. 
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Step Four: For the connectivity obtained in Step Three, the 
model by solving the unconstrained problem was computed. Using equation 
(111), the conductances and susceptances of the 85 equivalent branches 
were computed (£ = 8 5 , %0 = 0). This model was tested for the set of 
29 outages and the results are given below. 
S = 234.176 (MVA)2 
MP = 67.70 (MW) 
MQ = 109.5 (MVAR) 
Finally, shunt terms were included on 17 boundary busses and equation 
(111) was applied to determine the conductances and susceptances of the 
85 equivalent branches and the susceptances of the 17 shunt terms 
{I = 85, &j = 0 ) . This final equivalent model was tested and the 
results for the 29 outages are given below. 
S = 184.12 (MVA)2 
MP = 65.82 (MW) 
MQ = 106.22 (MVAR) 
The results of this example are summarized in Table 7. 
From Table 7, we can conclude that: 
(1) The performance of the models obtained by solving the un-
constrained problem is superior to the performance of the Norton-type 
equivalent. 
(2) By increasing the number of the equivalent branches, the 

















92 231.53 67.59 109.49 
5. 5. 88 235.8 67.59 109.49 
7. 5. 87 236.33 67.59 109.49 
8. 8. 85 237.06 67.59 109.49 
10. 9. 83 259.10 164.73 109.49 

























With Shunt Terms 
S (MVA) 675.11 231.53 234.17 184.12 
MP (MW) 111.54 67.59 67.70 65.82 
MQ (MVAR) 246.28 109.49 109.50 106.22 
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performance index S is improved. This was expected since by increasing 
the number of equivalent branches the number of independent variables is 
increased. 
(3) By including shunt terms in the equivalent model, the per-
formance index S is improved. Note that these shunt terms do not affect 
the sparse structure of the equivalent matrix. 
5.1.5 Example for the Constrained Problem 
This example demonstrates the feasibility of obtaining an equiva-
lent model by solving a quadratic programming problem as it was presented 
in Section 4.4. This example will serve also as a comparison between 
the Norton-type equivalent model, the model obtained by solving the un-
constrained problem, and the model obtained by solving the constrained 
problem. The entire system consists of 30 busses and is shown in Figure 
5.1. The dotted line separates the internal system from the external 
system. The busses 8, 25, 30 are the boundary busses (b=3). The set of 
postulated outages consists of five outages in the internal system (N=5). 
The Norton-type equivalent model was computed in Section 5.1.1. 
Three equivalent branches are created between the boundary busses. In 
Section 5.1.1, the performance indices S, MP, MQ for the set of five 
outages were computed and are cited again: 
S = 7.24 (MVA) 
MP = .833 (MW) 
MQ = 8.541 (MVAR) 
The on-line equivalent models were obtained by solving the 
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unconstrained and the constrained problem and assuming only two lines 
between the boundary busses, one line between the busses 25 and 30 and 
one line between busses 8 and 30 (I = 2, I = 0) . 
The model obtained by solving the unconstrained problem (Section 
4.3) was tested for the set of five postulated outages. The performance 
indices S, MP, MQ are given below. 
S =4.43 (MVA)2 
MP = .624 (MW) 
MQ =4.595 (MVAR) 
The constrained problem (Section 4.4) was solved under two conditions of 
constraints: 
(a) Maximum allowable real error 
MP = 4.5 (MW) 
Maximum allowable reactive error 
MQ = 4.5 (MVAR) 
This model was tested for the set of the five postulated outages and the 
results are given below. 
S = 4.45 (MVA) 
MP = .603 (MW) 
MQ = 4.5 (MVAR) 
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(b) Maximum allowable real error 
MP = 4.25 (MW) 
Maximum allowable reactive error 
MQ = 4.25 (MVAR) 
The obtained model was tested for the same set of five postulated 
outages. The performance indices are given below. 
S = 6.19 (MVA)2 
MP - 3.45 (MW) 
MQ = 4.25 (MVAR) 
The results of this example are summarized in Table 8. 
Table 8 leads to several conclusions: 
(1) The performances of the models obtained by solving the un-
constrained and the constrained problem are superior to the performance 
of the Nortdn-type equivalent model. 
(2) The performances of the models obtained by solving the un-
constrained and the constrained problem can be improved by including 
more fictitious branches in the equivalent model (I = 3, 1 = 3 ) . 
(3) As it was expected, the performance index S takes it minimum 
value for the model obtained from the solution of the unconstrained 
problem. As the constraints of the problem become tighter, the value 
of the performance index S becomes larger. 












Model by Solving 
the Constrained 
Problem 
MP = 4.5 (MW) 
MQ =4.5 (MVAR) 
2 Branches 
Model by Solving 
the Constrained 
Problem 
MP = 4.25 (MW) 
MQ = 4.25 (MVAR) 
2 Branches 
S (MVA) 7.24 4.43 4.45 6.19 
MP (MW) .833 .624 .603 3.45 
MQ (MVAR) 8.541 4.595 4.5 4.25 
1G3 
5.2 Computational Aspects 
In this section the computational aspects of the Norton equiva-
lent model, the equivalent model by solving the unconstrained problem 
and the equivalent model by solving the constrained problem, are 
presented. 
The basic computational problem of the Norton equivalent and the un-
constrained problem is the triangular decomposition of a sparse matrix by 
Gaussian elimination. Triangular decomposition is a very effective 
scheme for computing solutions of large sparse systems of linear 
equations. Basically, we seek the solution of the equation: 
Ax = b (132) 
where A is a nonsingular matrix, x_ is the unknown vector, and b is a 
known vector. The triangular decomposition consists of decomposing the 
matrix A as: 
A = Lu (133) 
where L is a lower triangular matrix, and u is an upper triangular 
matrix. 
The unknown vector x_ is computed in two steps. First, solve the 
set of equations: 
Ly = b (134) 
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for the vector y_. This operation is known as forward substitution. 
Then solve the set of equations: 
ux = y (135) 
for the vector x_. This operation is known as back substitution. 
The decomposition of the matrix A as a product of a lower and 
upper triangular matrix is accomplished in on step by Gaussian elimina-
tion. The elements of the matrices L and u are stored in a table, 
called the table of factors. 
Because of savings in operations and computer memory, it is 
desirable to process and store only the non-zero elements of the table 
of factors. The number of the non-zero elements in the table of factors 
depends on the order which rows are processed. Several ordering 
schemes have been developed so that the elimination process yields the 
least possible non-zero elements in the table of factors. 
The arithmetic operations required to compute the table of 
tVi 
factors for an n order system are as follows: 







multiplications - additions = £ rd. 
i=l 
where r. is the number of non-zero elements to the right of the diagonal 
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in row i in the table of factors. The number r. depends on the selected 
ordering scheme. 





multiplications - additions = 
n-1 
2 I r. 
i=l 
The storage requirements and arithmetic operations for the 
Norton-type equivalent model, the model obtained by the solution of the 
unconstrained problem and the model obtained by the solution of the 
constrained problem to be presented next are not optimal. Both the 
storage requirements and execution time can be further improved. 
However, the procedure we developed to define the equivalent represen-
tation of the external system does not require frequent updating of the 
parameters of the equivalent model. The algorithm needs to be executed 
once or twice a day depending on the number of the switching operations. 
Note also that if the existing equivalent model satisfies the set of 
inequality constraints defined by the new set of switching operations, 
there is no need to update the parameter values of the equivalent model. 
Therefore, the algorithm is not restricted by storage and execution 
time limitations. 
The computational aspects for the Norton equivalent, the uncon-
strained problem and the constrained problem are discussed next. 
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5.2.1 Norton Equivalent 











If the matrix Y can be decomposed as a product of a lower and 
EE 
upper triangular matrix 
Y ^ = LU EE (137) 
then the computation of the Norton equivalent model involves the 




0 Y -Y Y Y 
BB BE EE EB 
Y B I 
0 Y ! B 
y n 
Obviously, this transformation is obtained by performing the 
triangular decomposition of the rows of the matrix Y which corresponds 
to the busses of the external system. 
The rows of the matrix Y which correspond to the busses of the 
external system and to the boundary busses are ordered according to the 
non-zero off-diagonal terms before elimination. Rows with the least 
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off-diagonal terms are numbered first and those with the most terms last. 
Only the non-zero elements of the admittance matrix of the entire 
area and the non-zero elements of the table of factors are stored. 
The arithmetic operations required to compute the Norton equivalent 
are as follows: 
divisions = n 
"E 
multiplications = / r. 
i - i x 
V
 2 
multiplication - additions = Y r. 
i = i 1 
where n_ is the number of the busses of the external system and r. as 
defined earlier. 
5.2.2 Unconstrained Problem 
The solution of the unconstrained problem is given by: 
N N 
u = -( I.••(Hk)THkj"1( J (H^jV) (138) 
k=l k=l 
k 
The dimension of the matrix H is (2xb) x (2«£ + £ ) and the 
number of non-zero elements is 8*£_ +£ . 
The arithmetic operations required to compute the vector 
! < H W 
k=l 
are: 
multiplications - additions = (8*1 +1 ) x N 
The matrix 
k=l 
is of dimension (2»£, + .£-) x (2»&-+£ ) and the number of non-zero 
off-diagonal elements are: 
b 
k 
I U2-a k) 2 + 4.yk.aH.} - 6-^ 
where a^ is the number of equivalent branches connected to the k 
boundary bus, and: 




k = l • Z 
It can be proven that the number of arithmetic operations 
required to compute the matrix 




multiplications - additions: N{ £ (8a + 4yva ) + £_} 
k=l 
The storage requirements and the arithmetic operations to compute 
the table of factors for the matrix 
N 
Z ' ( H W 
k=l 
have been discussed earlier. The vector 11 is computed by forward and 
back substitution of the vector 
| .(HW 
k=l 
5.2.3 Constrained Problem 
The constrained problem is in the form: 
Minimize: 
T T 
x = c u + u Du (139) 
o 
subject to the constraints: 




c = 2 I ( H W 
k=l 
(141) 
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D = an nxn matrix 
A = an mxn matrix 
u = an n-vector 
n = 2Z + % and m = 4xbxN 
The storage requirements and the arithmetic operations required 
to compute the vector c and the matrix D were discussed in Section 
5.2.2 for the unconstrained problem. 
The number of non-zero elements of the matrix A is: 
2(8«£ + I )N 
The iterative scheme to solve the quadratic programming is dis-
cussed in Appendix 1. In each iteration the basic matrix B should be 
updated using the formula 
B = EB 
NEXT CURRENT 
The matrix E is defined in Appendix 1. The basic matrix B is of 
dimension (n+m)x(n+m). 
In every iteration there are: 
basic variables: m+n 
non-basic variables: 2n+m 
Let us define as a the number of non-zero elements in the matrix 
B r̂TT,„„„m and as kn the number of artificial variables R. (see Appendix CURRENT 1 i rc 
1 for the definition of R.) remained in the current iteration as basic 
variables. 
The arithmetic operations required to define the entering 
variable in every iteration are: 
multiplications - additions: 2(a + k )k 
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The arithmetic operation required to define the leaving variable in 
every iteration are: 
multiplications - additions: a 
maximum possible number of 
divisions: m+n 
After the entering and leaving variables are defined, the inverse of 
the basic matrix is updated for the next iteration. The initial value 
of k.. is n. The solution to the quadratic programming is obtained when 
k. becomes zero. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Conclusions 
This thesis has presented a general approach to the static 
equivalent problem as it relates to the security monitoring of power 
systems. The problem is to define an equivalent representation of the 
external system which will reproduce the true results for a set of 
postulated outages with a guaranteed level of accuracy. 
Emphasis is placed on obtaining the equivalent model by utili-
zing information from the internal system only. In particular, this 
thesis indicates that data on actual system outages can be effectively 
and directly used to obtain external system equivalents. 
The equivalencing problem is formulated as an optimization 
problem. The unknowns of the problem are the parameter values of the 
fictitious branches among the boundary busses. The connectivity among 
the boundary busses should guarantee that the admittance matrix of the 
equivalent model is a sparse matrix. 
The Norton type equivalent model is treated as an a priori in-
formation assuming that the topology and the parameter values of the 
external system might be available. In this case, the Norton-type 
equivalent model can be computed and then tested if it satisfies the 
accuracy requirements of the equivalencing problem. If the internal 
system is highly interconnected to the external system, the linear 
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reduction of the external system to the boundaries of the internal sys-
tem creates many equivalent branches among the boundary busses. This 
results in poor sparse structure of the equivalent admittance matrix 
which is undesirable for contingency analysis. In our research we found 
that by eliminating some of the equivalent branches, the performance of 
the retained model may be superior to the performance of the Norton-type 
equivalent. Two such elimination procedures have been developed and 
tested successfully. A simple method to update the Norton equivalent 
model when outages take place in the external system is presented. A 
detection scheme to detect unreported topological changes in the external 
system is also derived. This detection scheme is based on DC analysis 
and it has been successfully tested. 
If the Norton-type equivalent model does not satisfy the accu-
racy requirements of the equivalencing problem, one has to solve the 
optimization problem. It has been observed that in many cases it is not 
necessary to solve the optimization problem in its entirety. First, the 
model obtained from the solution of the unconstrained problem should be 
tested. A systematic procedure to define the connectivity of the 
equivalent model is developed. The solution to the unconstrained problem 
is obtained in one iteration. Sparsity techniques have been implemented. 
There is no guarantee, however, that the solution to the uncon-
strained problem will satisfy the inequality constraints of the optimi-
zation problem. There will be cases when the optimization problem 
needs to be solved in its entirety. The quadratic programming approach 
was chosen as the method to solve the constrained problem. The quadratic 
programming guarantees that a solution is obtained in a finite number 
of steps assuming that the constraints define a non-empty space. 
The equivalent model is updated when a new set of postulated 
outages is created from recent switching operations. The existing 
equivalent model should be tested first if it satisfies the new set of 
constraints. If these constraints are satisfied, there is no need to 
update the equivalent model. If these constraints are not satisfied, 
one has to solve the optimization problem. 
It should be noted that in our procedure to define the external 
system equivalent, the equivalent model is not updated in a constant 
fashion. It is expected that the equivalent model will be updated once 
or twice everyday depending on the number of switching operations. Thus 
our method is not restricted by storage and time limitations. 
To summarize, the main advantages of our procedure are: 
(1) A small amount of data needs to be processed. 
(2) The accuracy of the equivalent model is controllable. 
(3) The equivalent model is updated once or twice everyday. 
6.2 Recommendations 
The procedure we presented in this thesis to compute external 
network equivalents requires on-line information from the internal 
system only. Information from off-line studies can be easily combined 
with on-line information to be used as input to the algorithm. It is 
our belief that familiarity with the internal system of interesting 
is a strong factor for the successful application of the algorithm. 
We feel that the following two minor modifications of our 
procedure are worthwhile of further investigation: 
(1) Investigation of the possibility to decompose the set of 
outages in several subsets. Then for each subset of outages our pro-
cedure can apply to define the corresponding equivalent model. 
(2) Investigation of the possibility to decompose the boundary 
busses to several subsets. For each subset the connectivity and the 
parameter values of the equivalent branches are defined by straight-
forward application of our algorithm. When a new set of outages is 
created, each equivalent model among the boundary busses of the same 
set is tested separately. Only those equivalent models need to be up-
dated for which the corresponding set of constraints are violated. 
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APPENDIX A 
This appendix presents the formulation of the quadratic and 
linear programming. The quadratic and the linear programming are 
discussed extensively in [29-32]. 
Quadratic Programming 
The quadratic program is defined as the problem of finding the 
minimum of the quadratic objective function 
x = £ U + u D u (Al) 
subject to the following set of linear constraints 
Au < P (A2) 
— —o 
where 
c_ = an n-vector of constants 
D = an nxn matrix 
A = an mxm matrix 
P ' = an m-vector of constants —o 
u = an n-vector of unknowns 
It is assumed that the matrix D is at least a positive semi-definite 
matrix. 
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The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the solution of the above 
problem can be stated as: 
2Du + A A - v = -c 
Au • + S = P — — -p 
T v u = 0 
T 
A S = 0 






The problem is thus equivalent to finding the solution to a set of linear 
equations (A3) and (A4) which also satisfies the conditions (A5) and (A6). 
Without loss of generality it is assumed that the elements of the vector 
P are non-negative. Solution to the above problem is obtained by 
solving the problem: 
Minimize: 




2Du + A A - v. + R = -c 
Au + S = P 
— — -o 
T v u = 0 





x > 0 , v > 0 , S > 0 
where: 
-p. if c. > 0 
1 i 
R. = 
1 ' p. If c.•£ 0 r i l 
p . > 0 i « 1. . . . rn 
l ' 
The problem described by the conditions (A8), (A9), and (AlO) can 
be solved using the simplex method. The non-linearities described by 
the conditions (All) and (A12) can be taken into consideration by a 
simple procedure within the simplex algorithm. If solution to the prob-
lem exists, the simplex method terminates with the sum of the artificial 
variables p. equal to zero. A brief description of the simplex method 
is given next. 
The Simplex Method 
The simplex method is a systematic procedure for solving the 
linear programming problem: 
Minimize: 
T z = c x (A13) 
subject to: 
Ax = b (A14) 
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where A is an mxn matrix, c_, x_ are n-vectors, and b is an m-vector. The 
j column of A is denoted by a_., j=l, ... ,n. It is assumed that m of 
the n vector a. are independent and form a matrix B. This matrix is a 
basis for E and is referred to as a basic matrix. Therefore, any 
column of the matrix A can be expressed as a linear combination of the 
column of B, i.e., 
m 
~3 - I i=l 
y. .a. 
* 3, i~i 
where; 
a. € B 
l 
a. jL B 
3 
It is assumed without loss df generality that the matrix B consists of 
the first m columns of A. i.e., 
A = (B,N) (A15) 









a. = By. 
y. = B a. 
^3 -3 
(A16) 












Bx^ + Nx„ = b 
-B -N — 
A basic solution corresponding to the basis B is obtained by setting 
x =0. Therefore, —N 
B * B
 = & 
or 
2B
 = B~^ 
x is a basic solution to Ax=b. The variables in x are called basic 
B •—B 






then for each vector y., there is a scalar z. defined as 
-3 i 
z. = c^y. 
3 rfi^j 
Given the current basic solution, the simplex method proceeds by ex-
changing a basic variable for a non-basic variable in a way that decreases 
the objective function. The selection of the entering and leaving 
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variables in a new basic solution is based on the optimality and 
feasibility conditions which are described next. 
The optimality condition determines the entering variables. The 
optimality condition states that any non-basic variable a. is a promising 
candidate for entering the solution provided that (z.-c.) > 0. When 
3 3 
(z.-c.) < 0 for all the non-basic vectors, a., the current solution, is 
3 3 ~3 
optimal. As a general rule the non-basic variable with the larger 
positive number (z.-c.) is selected as the entering variable. 
3 3 
The feasibility condition determines the leaving variable. The 
leaving variable is selected such that the elements of the new basic 
solution will be non-negative. If a., is the entering variable then 
By. = a. 
-3 -3 
Let 0 be any real number. Then, 




B(x0 - 6y.) + 0a. = b 
—B —J . -TJ — 
This equation indicates that the (m+1) vector 
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i \H - % 
X = 
is a feasible solution to the given linear programming problem for 
appropriate values of the variable 9. The new solution will be a basic 
solution if 8 is so selected that one of the old basic variables be-
comes zero and the new elements of x remain non-negative. The above 
requirements are met by the following selection of 9: 
Xk 
min { ̂  , y. > 0} 
k yj,k 3'k 
(B_1b)k 
min { , y. . > . 0} 
k yj,k 3'k 
(B^b) 
y • j / r 
where x, is the k element of the vector x and y. , is the k element 
of the vector y.. The variable x is the leaving variable. 
After the entering and leaving variables have been selected, the 
matrix B is updated and the process is repeated. Note, that each itera-
tion requires the inversion of the current basis matrix B. 
The Revised Simplex Method eliminates the need of inverting the 
matrix B at each iteration. Let, B and B be the basic 
CUxvKENT NEXT 
matrices of the current and next iterations, respectively. The Revised 
Simplex Method computes the B by using the formula: 
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B"1 = EB"1 
NEXT CURRENT (A19) 
where: 
E = (e1#e2f . . . . e ^ ^ e ^ , m (A20) 
4-1-
e. is a unit vector with the unit element at the i place, r is the 










where j is the entering variable. The Revised Simplex Method yields 
savings in computational time and computer storage. 
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Solution to the Quadratic Programming Problem 
The problem described by equations (A8), (A9), (A10), (All) 
and (A12) can be solved by a simple modification of the Simplex Method 
we presented earlier. In the selection of the vectors to enter the 
basis, the following modifications are needed so that the nonlinearities 
T A S = 0 
and 
T 
v u = 0 
are satisfied. 
1. If a variable u. is currently a basic variable at a positive 
level, do not consider v. as a candidate for entering the basic solution; 
if u. is currently a basic variable at zero level, v. may enter the basis 
3 3 
only if u. remains at zero level. 
3 
2. If a variable A. is currently a basic variable at a positive 
level do riot consider S. as a candidate for entering the basic solution; 
if A. is currently a basic variable at zero level, S. may enter the 
basis only if A. remains at zero level. 
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